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With the fastest lead time in the industry, SitOnIt 
Seating® and IDEON® offer high-quality seating that 
combines award-winning design with intelligent 
ergonomics. From healthcare to higher education, 
we’ve been the go-to destination for build-to-order 
seating since 1996. 

Born and bred in California, all of our key collections 
are designed in-house and rigorously tested for 
quality control, strength and durability. We make 
customization easy—our user-friendly ChairBuilder® 

tool lets you design your dream chair with just a few 
clicks. With chairs, sofas and stools for every desk, 
space and  environment, the possibilities 
are endless. 
 
Discover premium seating solutions—at a fraction 
of the price. 

Who we are

Our build-to-order 
promise

Custom-designed chairs, no waiting. Our lean 
manufacturing operation means we can ship build-
to-order chairs in just two days. That means we can 
build the chair you want—and deliver it when you 
want it—at a price no one else can match.

Fastest shipping in 
the industry

Choose from two, five or 10-day shipping. We cut lead 
time, sync orders and avoid off-schedule shipments 
at a rate our competitors just can’t match. From start  
to finish, we maximize efficiency in every single area 
—whether it’s sourcing and logistics or assembly 
and production.
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Made in

California.

Designed

by you.
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Movi is movement-inspired and  
collaboration-friendly, making it perfect 
for any dynamic learning environment. 
The nester features a caster design 
and flip-up seat for easy seating plus a 
bleach cleanable mesh back (10:1) and 
clean-out space for easy maintenance. 
In addition, 14 degrees of flex at the hip 
coupled with a movement-friendly back 
and arm support allow for enhanced 
comfort. 

Movi

TASK STOOL TEXTILE: Electric Blue Mesh (back), SitOnIt Collection Pop Electric Blue (seat), 
NESTER TEXTILE: Apple Mesh (back), SitOnIt Collection Pop Apple (seat)

8
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Today’s evolving learning environ-

ment calls for high-design seating 

solutions that can keep up with it 

all. Introducing Movi, the last nester 

you’ll ever need. From brainstorming 

and informal catch-ups to  

prototyping sessions, Movi is a 

modern multitasker that can adapt 

quickly to any makerspace.

Makerspace

TASK STOOL TEXTILE: Electric Blue Mesh (back), SitOnIt Collection Pop Electric Blue (seat), 
NESTER TEXTILE: Apple Mesh (back), SitOnIt Collection Pop Apple (seat)

Task StoolLight TaskNester

14° FLEX
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Durable and adaptable to the finish, the 
Relay fits right into classrooms or maker-
spaces of all kinds.

Relay

TEXTILE: SitOnIt Collection Sugar Fire
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Designed for extra comfort and 

quick transitions, the Relay chair 

comes in stacking and nesting 

models for high-volume storage 

in makerspaces of all sizes. 

Simply pull up a chair to review 

blueprints or set up seating for a 

programming class in a snap -– 

thanks to durability, a spacious sit 

and ribbed back support, the Relay 

chair brings practical solutions 

to any collaborative, multi-use 

environment.

Four-Leg Side ChairNester

Makerspace
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Oversized tablet arms accommodate 
laptops for note-taking and maximize 
seating capacity. Lightweight InFlex 
chairs with casters support mobility for 
team projects. InFlex is a best-selling 
classroom solution because its flex-
back disc system, with 13  
degrees of back angle range,  
offers spine-friendly comfort  
at a moderate price.

Novo’s customization possibilities –- from 
frame color to lumbar support  
and accent to breathable mesh –-  
mean this chair can blend in with pre-existing 
designs or create a  
look that shouts the school colors. Novo is 
built to deliver comfort and  
customization to a variety of students, teach-
ers and administrators.

NovoInFlex

NOVO TASK CHAIR TEXTILES: Ocean Mesh (back), SitOnIt Collection Horizon Skyline (seat), 
INFLEX MULTIPURPOSE CHAIR (WITH TABLET ARM) PLASTIC: Navy
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Effective classrooms mean students  

and instructors collaborate. They  

offer interactive learning where  

everyone is comfortable, safe and  

at ease. For dynamic and interactive 

learning spaces, explore seating that 

can withstand daily wear and tear  

while still being comfortable.

Novo Task Chair InFlex Four-Leg Chair (with Tablet Arm)

Classroom
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All Rio® models feature our patented Active 
Rebound Control (ARC)Technology®—a durable, 
weight-assisted flex mechanism that has been 
re-engineered to allow for better comfort and 
movement. The wire rod side chair stacks six on  
the floor and 15 on the optional cart, making it a 
great choice for multi-use spaces that require  
quick set-ups and breakdowns. 

Rio

PLASTIC: Apple

Four-Leg Chair (with Tablet Arm)
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ARC Technology®
(Active Rebound Control)

Four-Leg Side ChairWire Rod 30" Bar Stool

Great classrooms let students and 

instructors collaborate. They are 

interactive learning environments 

where everyone feels comfortable 

and supported. A sturdy chair 

that’s still easy to move can help 

foster a more interactive learning 

environment, allowing students 

and instructors to collaborate  

naturally. 

Classroom
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InFlex

Designed by Giancarlo Piretti, the 
versatile InFlex task chair with inno-
vative flex-back support is ideal for 
media and computer labs. Choose 
from multiple plastic shell colors, 
frame finishes and textiles to create a 
customized look for your space. 

Four-Leg Side Chair

TEXTILE: Momentum Odyssey Dijon, PLASTIC: Sterling
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13° FLEX 
DISC SYSTEM 

Task StoolLight Task Chair

Students spend hours in the 

media lab, creating projects on 

the latest technology. From art 

and architecture to film and 

engineering, computer labs 

need to foster creativity, 

innovation and research for 

a diverse group of users.

Media/
Computer Lab
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Wit

Adjustable lumbar support and height-adjustable 
arms make the Wit collection well suited for lab 
environments. Specify Wit with mesh back or Wit 
Thintex™ back; both are comfortable and ergonomic. 
A pull handle for easy mobility and 12 mesh, fabric or 
vinyl color choices are unexpected standard features 
given the surprisingly low price of the Wit collection.

Thintex Midback Task Thintex Highback Task 

TEXTILES: Apple Mesh (back), Momentum Tradition Sprout (seat)
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Highback Mesh Task Four-Leg Side Mesh Midback Task 

These days, getting hands-on  

experience using the latest  

technology is a given for most  

students, no matter what the area  

of study. From art to engineering,  

labs for all departments need to  

facilitate creativity, innovation  

and originality.

Media/
Computer Lab
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The Focus Side combines elegant  
design and remarkable comfort that stands 
out in an interactive learning environment. 
Integrated lumbar support and a molded 
waterfall seat provide supreme comfort for 
longer periods of time. Add arms, casters or 
tablet arms to create the perfect chair for a 
seminar room or lecture hall.

The upholstered Relay nester is  
a comfortable sit for a lecture,  
seminar or event. Relay features  
a ribbed back for support,  
optional curved arms and can  
be easily ganged, stacked and  
transported. With a simple flip of  
its seat, Relay quickly transforms  
for compact storage.

RelayFocus Side

FOCUS SIDE TEXTILES: Black Mesh (back), Momentum Tradition Theater (seat)

Relay Nester Side Chair
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Focus Four-Leg Side Focus Four-Leg - Upholstered Back Four-Leg Side - Wood Back

General purpose and divisible  

rooms must be flexible to 

accommodate a wide range 

of subjects and teaching styles,  

and support collaborative work.

Lecture Halls
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Lumin

Lumin™ is lightweight and stackable,  
and the contoured, flexible back is  
perforated for breathability. Circle Lumin up for 
group work, arrange at angles for testing or 
simply stack them to clear an open space. Add 
the optional tablet arm for extra utility and a 
more traditional classroom look.

PLASTIC: Tangerine

Four-Leg Side Chair
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30" Bar StoolWire Rod

High-traffic areas like multipurpose 

dining and break areas should have 

seating that’s easy on the eyes— 

and easy to move around.  

Discover slim, lightweight options  

that are stackable, durable and 

easy to clean. 

Cafeteria/
Breakroom
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Rowdy

Crafted from a single shell for a simple modern 
look, our Rowdy is multipurpose seating that’s 
lightweight, sturdy and super stackable (up to 40 
on a cart!). With a cut-out handle for easy mobility, 
the Rowdy is ideal for high-traffic areas like break-
rooms and cafeterias. The slender shell features a 
ribbed back for extra support. 
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PLASTIC: Lemon

Wire Rod Wire Rod - Upholstered Seat

Multi-use dining areas may serve 

staff and students by day and host 

receptions or parties by night. 

Therefore, the furnishings need to 

address capacity constraints and 

maximize square footage. Chairs 

that are light, stackable and dura-

ble make it easy to repurpose the 

area quickly without compromising 

functionality, space and 

design requirements.   

Cafeteria/
Breakroom
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It’s time to rethink what a lounge collection  
can (and should) be. Active Working Posture,  
gapless benches, movable ottomans and  
more make Paséa the go-to option for flexible 
common areas and transitional spaces.

Designed by Qdesign

Paséa

ROUND OTTOMAN TEXTILE: SitOnIt Collection Newport Lemon, Newport Tangerine
BENCHES TEXTILE: SitOnIt Collection Monterey Flurry (seat), SitOnIt Collection Monterey Citrus (chassis)
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Learning takes place outside 

the classroom, too. Modular 

and movable lounge furniture 

can help students create places 

to huddle for exam prep, study 

groups, between-class breaks  

and more.

Common 
Spaces/
Corridors
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You don’t need a bachelor’s degree in  
engineering to get the most out of Nano. 
Create countless possibilities with just  
four smart, simple shapes. Configure, 
reconfigure and repeat.

Nano

TEXTILES:  SitOnIt/IDEON Collection Oasis Newport Aqua (seat), SitOnIt/IDEON Collection Versa Burst Electric Blue (chassis)
TEXTILES:  SitOnIt/IDEON Collection Oasis Newport Aqua (seat), SitOnIt/IDEON Collection Oasis Cue Fog (chassis)
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In today’s educational environment, 

intellectual growth and teamwork 

take place all over campus, from 

student unions to library lobbies.  

The modular Nano lounge collection 

is built to fit anywhere for close  

collaboration and quick flexibility.

Common 
Spaces/
Corridors
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Composium is where durability meets style. 
Its steel-rail construction withstands heavy 
usage in tough environments while a myriad 
of style options makes it a versatile option 
for common areas of all shapes and sizes. 

IDEON Composium

Sharp Club Chair (with Tablet Arm)

TEXTILES: Maharam Urban Pool 

Ottoman
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Sharp Settee Sharp Sofa

Residence halls play an important 

role in college selection. Students 

and parents alike report that the 

state of dormitories and other 

common areas is a big factor  

when making their final decision.

Common 
Spaces/
Corridors
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The Visit Modular collection can be configured 
for virtually any environment. Create adaptive 
solutions for what you need—whether you want 
to maximize a multi-use space or have several 
rooms that need specific solutions. 

IDEON Visit Modular

TEXTILES: Momentum Beeline Forge (back); Designtex Boreas Mustang (seat)

Ottoman
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Armless Chair Wood Arm Chair Tablet Arm Chair

The center of student life, the 

student union is a crossroads 

where faculty and staff cross 

with alumni, visitors and current 

students. It’s the heart of any 

campus—where meetings and 

meetups, coffee dates and study 

groups come together.

Student
Union
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Arioso is a complete  
seating solution for spaces that 
require both durability and high de-
sign. Choose from sofas, settees, 
club chairs and ottomans.

The Freelance collection is perfect for 
a 24/7 student center. With an easy 
clean-out space between seat and 
back and a ton of textiles to choose 
from, it’s ideal for high-traffic areas 
that need comfortable, easy-mainte-
nance seating. 

Contemporary tailored lines, a 
thin profile and enduring comfort 
make ReAlign the right task chair 
for library staff. With seven control 
mechanisms and five arm styles 
to choose from, ReAlign can solve 
almost any office requirement.

Freelance ReAlignIDEON Arioso
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IDEON Arioso Club Chair

FREELANCE SIDE CHAIR TEXTILE: Maharam Plait Sequoia
IDEON ARIOSO TEXTILE: SitOnIt Collection Newport Fire

Freelance Side Chair ReAlign Highback Task Chair

Libraries have transformed from 

mere book access and storage 

to an interactive and collabo-

rative learning space against a 

technological backdrop. Today’s 

libraries require stylish seating 

solutions to successfully  

transform facilities into flexible 

spaces that encourage users to 

learn around the clock.

Library
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A signature sculpted back. A unique Y-shaped 
back support. A body-hugging design and a 
youthful, energetic design. What’s clear is the 
Executive, Work, Side and Sport models of the 
Focus collection have one thing in common: 
superior comfort.

The Focus Collection 

Side Mesh Back

TEXTILE: Momentum Tradition Regal
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Midback Executive Highback

Maximize productivity across all 

departments—whether it’s admis-

sions and accounting or student 

services and HR.

Administration
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Enhanced synchro or swivel tilt mechanisms make  
Amplify ideal for the conference room. Adjustable lumbar 
provides optimum ergonomic support. Designer-fixed arms 
with textured arm pads and black (or polished aluminum) 
base options make a powerful statement. For task and  
conference settings alike, Amplify combines affordability  
with comfort and style.

Amplify

Upholstered Task Chair

TEXTILE: Momentum Dive White
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Upholstered Task Stool Mesh Task Stool Mesh Midback Task Chair Mesh Highback Task Chair

The busy departmental conference 

room must maximize performance

and productivity while accommo-

dating the latest technology. Chairs 

require arms and mechanisms that 

allow staff to comfortably listen to 

presentations, work on tablets or 

laptops and collaborate. 

Administration
Conference
Room
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TORSA

Inspirational design and cable-driven control  

coupled with adjustable lumbar support and seat 

depth adjustment make Torsa® a superb choice for  

a manager’s office.
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EXECUTIVE &  
CONFERENCE CHAIRS

FOCUS EXECUTIVE
• Mesh or upholstered pad back 
• Standard pivot arm pads
• Enhanced synchro tilt  
 mechanism
• Optional adjustable  
 lumbar support 

 (page 28)

TASK CHAIRS
TORSA
• Cutting-edge design featuring  
 an enhanced synchro with   
 Comfort Drive® 
• Multiple frame, back support   
 and arm color combinations  
• 10 mesh back colors
• Optional adjustable  
 lumbar support 
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FOCUS 
• Unique Y-shaped back support  
 with integrated lumbar 
• Midback or highback
• Two striped and three solid mesh  
 back colors
• Five arm and two arm pad options
• Standard or designer casters
• Optional adjustable lumbar   
 support 
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WIT
• Choose from midback task,  
 highback task and task stool   
 models  
• Adjustable lumbar support 
• Built-in pull handle  
• 12 mesh back colors
• Black or silver back  
 support colors

 (page 14)

AMPLIFY
• Choose from midback mesh,   
 highback mesh or highback  
 upholstered task models 
• Task stools come in midback   
 mesh or highback upholstered  
 models
• Multiple frame, back support,  
 arm and base color  
 combinations
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REALIGN
• Choose from midback task,   
 highback task and task stool   
 models 
• Six control mechanisms 
• Slim, modern profile 
• Ergonomic concave/ 
 convex back 
• Back height adjustment
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NOVO
• Choose from midback task,  
 highback task and midback  
 stool models  
• Adjustable lumbar support
• 12 mesh back colors
• Three frame and lumbar support colors
• 13 lumbar accent colors 
• Basic, standard synchro and    
 swivel tilt mechanisms
• Three arm types
  
 (page 8)

Index
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MULTIPURPOSE CHAIRS
FOCUS SIDE
• Mesh back, fully-upholstered  
 or wood back
• 15 mesh back colors*
• Two wood back styles in  
 four finishes
• Black or silver accents
• Mesh/upholstered models  
 stack four/three on the floor,  
 five/three on the cart 
 
 (page 16, 28)

INFLEX
• Giancarlo Piretti design 
• Task chair, side chair and stool
• Innovative flex disc system  
 emulates the human spine 
• Stacks five on floor, eight-12 on  
 the optional cart
• Upholstered or 14 versatile  
 plastic colors
• Tablet arm option

 (page 12)

FREELANCE
• Side, sled, stools and  
 bariatric models 
• Tablet arm option
• Multiple plastic shell colors,  
 three frame finishes
• Fabric, vinyl or plastic
• Bariatric models rated to 500  
 or 1000 lbs.
• Stacks four on the floor, six on  
 the optional cart
  
 (page 26)

13° flex disc 
system 

LUMIN
• Four-leg multipurpose chair  
 and stools (24” & 30”)
• Contemporary design
• Contoured seat and back  
 radius for support and comfort
• 14 plastic shell colors
• Three frame finishes with  
 matching arm pads

 (page 18)

WIT SIDE
• Complements Wit task chair  
 and Wit task stool
• Upholstered seat or plastic seat  
 in nine colors
• 12 Thintex® and mesh back   
 colors
• Built-in pull handle 
• Black or silver frame
• Wall-saver frame design

 (page 14)

ROWDY
• Multiple plastic shell color  
 options
• Cut-out handle for easy  
 mobility 
• Sturdy, wire-frame construction 
• Black or chrome frame
• Stacks 10-15 on floor,  
 25-40 on the optional cart

 (page 20)

RELAY
• Task chair, side chair and    
 multipurpose nester
• Structurally reinforced and   
 durable back
• High-impact polypropylene
• Stacks four on the floor,  
 five on the optional cart, or nest
• Wall-saver frame design

 (page 6)

RIO
• Four-leg and wire rod stacking   
 chair, counter and bar stools,    
 light task and task stool models 
• ARC Technology® weight  
 assisted flexback
• Multiple plastic shell color options 
• Folding tablet arm
• Two frame finishes with matching  
 arm pads 
 
 (page 10)

Index
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LUMIN
• 24” & 30” counter/bar stools
• Contemporary design
• 14 plastic shell colors
• Two frame finishes with  
 matching arm pads

 (page 18)

ARIOSO
• Club chair, settee, sofa and  
 ottoman
• Four custom foot finishes
• Multiple upholstery
• Transitional design

 (page 26)

STOOLS

NESTER

IDEON Lounge Seating

RIO
• 24” & 30” counter/bar stools
• Transitional design
• ARC Technology®  
 weight assisted flexback
• 14 plastic shell colors
• Two frame finishes with  
 matching arm pads

 (page 10)

COMPOSIUM SHARP
• Club chair, settee, sofa, ottoman  
 and bench models
• Three back styles, four arm styles,  
 Four valance styles, 10 foot styles 
• Optional tablet arms, urethane  
 arm caps and clean-out space

 (page 22)

VISIT MODULAR
• Club chair and ottoman
• Armless, wood arm and  
 upholstered arm models
• Flexibility to create dynamic  
 modular configurations
• 10 foot styles
• Tablet, pull handle and magazine  
 rack/cupholder options

 (page 24)

MOVI
• Choose from nester, light task   
 and task stool models 
• Easier to nest thanks to a slim,   
 lightweight frame  
• Flexes at the hip 14 degrees for   
 enhanced comfort 
• Three back frame & arm colors
• Three base frame & caster colors
• 12 mesh colors
• 300 lb. weight capacity  

 (page 4)

RELAY
• Choose from task, side and 
 multipurpose nester models
• Durable, structurally 
 reinforced back 
• Made from high-impact 
 polypropylene 
• Multiple plastic shell color options
• Stacks five on the floor, five on the  
 optional cart
• All nesting styles vertically stack 
 three on the floor

 (page 16)

8

Index
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ALABAMA STATE UNIVERSITY

Alabama State University included seating as  
part of a 2012 building renovation project.  
The university wanted comfort plus a variety  
of mech combinations and back options to  
accommodate executive, conference and  
staff seating as well as a solution for student  
dining areas.

For the administrative areas, the school chose  
Focus Work highback and midback. Volley was 
perfect for the high use/high abuse dining area. 
The customer liked the option to use either the 
four-leg or the sled base, and after a year of  
researching fabric was pleased to find that  
Momentum Silica Medal was already graded-in.

XAVIER UNIVERSITY

Xavier University sought to furnish its new residence hall lobby 
and lounge areas with seating that would set the stage for 
dynamic interaction among students and faculty. 

A key factor in the decision-making process was field-replace-
able components. The ability to replace just the damaged part 
offers a great time savings and economical advantage. Xavier 
simply orders the IDEON part and the school’s maintenance 
team replaces the component in minutes. By eliminating  
the need to reconstruct a complete chair, we ensure their 
high-quality, sustainable seating is consistently available.

Project Spotlights
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Alabama State University
California State University of Fresno 
California State University of Fullerton
Grand Canyon University
Kansas University
Marquette University
North Carolina State University
Ohio State University Medical Center
Ohio Wesleyan University
Samford University
University of Kentucky 
University of Massachusetts
Xavier University

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, 
FULLERTON
 
California State University, Fullerton needed 
attractive yet durable seating for its  
largest-ever housing and dining  
construction project. The dormitory  
provides housing for 1,900 students –  
more than doubling the campus’  
residential population – while the  
Gastronome, a 565-seat contemporary  
dining facility, offers a diverse eatery.

CSUF chose IDEON because of our budget-friendliness, in addition to a prior pleasant experience with 
SitOnIt Seating’s Focus Work. In addition, the materials, COM ability and Lifetime Warranty all proved to 
be large factors in the university’s decision to purchase from the IDEON Composium Collection.

PARTIAL CLIENT LIST
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*Not applicable for the Visit Modular collection. 

TESTED & APPROVED 
We put ourselves through  

the ringer (so you don’t have to).  

Rest assured that our products  

have been tested for quality  

control, strength and durability.

ANSI/BIFMA CERTIFIED
SitOnIt Seating and IDEON are members of the  
Business and Institutional Furniture Manufacturer’s Association 
(BIFMA). Tests developed by BIFMA are approved by the  
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) to determine the 
strength and durability of seating. Although testing is not a  
warranty or guarantee, our products meet or exceed BIFMA  
and ANSI standards.

HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPIONS
We use rigorous standards that test for arm and leg strength, 
overall load and impact. Our Heavy Duty chairs have a 350 lb. 
weight capacity and bariatric models are rated to 500 lbs.  
and 1000 lbs. Bariatric models are available in 30” and 42” 
widths with additional seat foam, steel reinforcement and extra 
large casters with 25% more weight capacity. IDEON club 
chairs, settees and sofas are rated to 250, 500  
and 750 lbs. respectively.

BUILT TO LAST
The unique IDEON steel rail system* creates a robust, durable 
understructure that withstands even the toughest environments. 
The arms are anchored by a high performance molded joint  
system that provides long-lasting stability. The modular  
assembly of rails and components makes field replacement  
of our components simple, ultimately extending the life of  
the product. 

Why Choose Us?
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FIND YOUR HUE
With thousands of textiles, COM options,  
frame accents and finishes to choose from,  
you can mix and match to your heart’s content 
—whether you’re enhancing school colors or  
just in the mood to be creative! 

PERFECTION IS POSSIBLE 
Our accurate fabric matching ensures that  
patterns will line up perfectly—even with  
replacement upholstery parts ordered  
years later! 

SAFETY FIRST
We make it easy for designers and buyers to put safety 
first. Since fire safety is a top priority for many facilities, 
we offer CAL 133 models for every collection, COM 
fabric approval service and a 10-day turnaround all at 
an extremely competitive price point. 

ENDLESS CUSTOM OPTIONS 
Developed by world-renowned  

designers and engineers, all of our  

collections are customizable from  

top to bottom.

LEED CERTIFIED
Earn points toward LEED certification thanks to our 
U.S. manufacturing location and our use of recycled 
materials where possible.

GREENGUARD CERTIFIED 
Most SitOnIt Seating and IDEON products have met 
the rigorous criteria required by Greenguard Gold in  
accordance with the Collaborative for  
High Performance Schools.

LEVEL CERTIFIED
We’ve worked to achieve BIFMA level®  
certification for all SitOnIt Seating and  
IDEON seating products.

WE DID OUR HOMEWORK
Download detailed documents that break down the 
percentage of recycling content, manufacturing  
process and indoor air emissions for every chair  
we make.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN 
We make it easy to go green.  

Design an eco-friendly room from the 

ground up or upgrade  

an existing space to meet the  

latest environmental standards.



Good educators know that everyone learns differently—and part of teaching is creating a 
learning environment that’s optimized for high performance. Whether you want students  
engaged and comfortable during a lecture or easily mobile while working in groups,  
SitOnIt Seating and IDEON products have got you covered.

Discover an ultra-customizable selection of build-to-order chairs, sofas and stools for any 
and every space—at a fraction of the price. 

SitOnIt Seating
(888) 274-8664
sales@sitonit.net
sitonit.net

IDEON
(877) 994-3366
sales@ideondesign.com
ideondesign.com

6415 Katella Avenue, Cypress, CA 90630 
SitOnIt Seating, IDEON, Amplify, Anytime, Arioso, Aviera, Composium, Focus, Freelance, InFlex, Knack, Lumin, Movi, Nano, Novo, OnCall, Paséa, ReAlign, Relay, Rio, Thintex, Torsa, Visit and Wit  
are trademarks or registered trademarks of Exemplis. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners.    
© 2019 Exemplis.    Form No. C958      1K  Printed in the USA.            P190711

FRONT COVER TEXTILE: 
SitOnIt/IDEON Collection Oasis Newport Aqua (seat), SitOnIt/IDEON Collection Versa Burst Electric Blue (chassis)
SitOnIt/IDEON Collection Oasis Newport Aqua (seat), SitOnIt/IDEON Collection Oasis Cue Fog (chassis)

The images used within this website or document represent the logical use of the product(s) offered. The textiles, frame colors, 
accessories and options depicted are subject to change without notice. Refer to the current price list or contact Customer Support 
for the most up-to-date product information and specifications.  

For the name and number of your local representative, call, email or visit our website.

Smart Seating Solutions

SitOnIt Seating | IDEON is proud to offer two competitively solicited and 
publicly awarded cooperative contracts available through OMNIA Partners, 
Public Sector. Visit omniapartners.com/publicsector for more information.




